
If you haven’t properly defined your brand, this checklist and workbook

will help you do just that!

Perhaps you have already have a defined brand positioning , but you

haven't reviewed it for a while?  

We all know how rapidly our world is changing! As a result, your

consumers needs and problems are likely evolving or new start-ups and

insurgent competitors may be disrupting the status quo and redefining

the rules in your industry.

Now is the perfect time to check your brand positioning to ensure it is still

relevant to your target consumers, distinctive to your current competitors

and that your brand promise & character is credible & authentic.

So if it's time to revisit your brand positioning, this checklist will also help

you do that!

Take a look at the checklist and use the workbook to move through each

question so you can check if your brand is perfectly positioned for

success.

If you get stuck on a question, have some glaring gaps or want someone

to push your thinking further, I'd love to help .  Just shoot me an email

anne@viamarca.com.au and we'll arrange a catch up! If you'd like to know

more about via Marca then check out our website www.viamarca.com.au

THE BRAND POSITIONING
CHECKLIST & MINI WORKBOOK

As a brand custodian, have you sat back and spent the time ensuring your

brand is well defined and perfectly positioned to earn this trust & loyalty? 

Are you clear on who your brand is targeting and what needs or problems

is it solving for them?  Have you defined your competitors, from your

consumers point of view, and how your brand is distinctive within this

set?

Have you made sure that your brand promise is relevant and backed up

with credible reasons to believe? Is your brand personality distinctive and

authentic to ensure it cuts through & connects?
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Strong, iconic brands 

are built over time using 

a relevant, consistent 

and enduring brand

positioning that builds

trust and loyalty among

it's consumers. 

Is your brand perfectly positioned for success?

 

Cheers,Anne

http://www.viamarca.com.au/


Checklist
THE BRAND POSITIONING

USE THE FOLLOWING WORKBOOK TO CHECK IF YOUR BRAND IS

PERFECTLY POSITIONED FOR SUCCESS 

Who is your target consumer?  What are their demographic stats? What do
they value as important in their lives? What are their needs within your
category and what do they currently think of your brand?

What is the motivation or tension your brand is solving for these
consumers? A brand is more relevant when it solves a consumer's problem
and makes their life that little bit better or easier.

Who are your competitors? Think more broadly than just your direct
competitors.  Who else might solve the same motivation or tension as
your brand?

How are you different or distinctive to your competitors?  What are your
features, benefits, personality or owned assets that you do better than
the rest?

What is your brand promise? What do you do for your consumers to solve
their problems? What are your functional and emotional benefits?  And
what are the proof points to back this promise up?

What is your brand character?  Do you have four clear adjectives that
perfectly describe your brand personality? What are your brand values and
purpose?



BRAND

WHO IS MY TARGET CONSUMER & WHAT PROBLEM AM I SOLVING?

What do they value as important in life? Relative to your industry & brand of course!

What do they currently think about your brand? Why do they need or use you?

What are their demographic stats? eg age, lifestage, occupation

What do they seek or need from your industry or category? What factors will drive their decision to buy
and use?

Workbook
THE BRAND POSITIONING
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What is the motivation (if only......) or the tension (BUT......) your brand is solving for these consumers? To
make their lives a little better.

Who might be my broader competitors?  The ones who solve similar motivations or tensions to
my brand.

What do I truly do differently or better than all of these competitors? Which features & benefits help
me stand out? Don't be biased now!

Who are my direct competitors?  The like-for-like substitutes.

WHO ARE MY COMPETITORS & HOW AM I BETTER THAN THEM?

What are my distinctive personality traits or brand assets? eg logos, colours, taglines, ambassadors,
experiences etc. 
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Are these benefits relevant & important to my consumers & distinctive to my competitors?

What are my proof points and reasons to believe my brand promise?

What does my brand actually do for my consumers? What are the functional and emotional benefits?

WHAT IS MY BRAND PROMISE & CHARACTER?

What are the four adjectives I would use to describe my brand personality? Maybe there is a famous
person who best represents that personality?

What are some quotes which best sum up the values of my brand? That best demonstrates our purpose
and mark we make on this world?
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Perhaps this exercise has revealed you have some
gaps or cracks in your brand positioning and you
might like someone to help you fill them?

Perhaps you have the answers but they aren't exciting
you as much as they used to?  Maybe you need someone
to help you challenge and push the thinking so your
brand can become more relevant, distinctive or
authentic?

Like some
help?

INVEST IN BRAND POSITIONING TRAINING
You could join my online training program Build Your Brand Smarts and enrol in
the Brand Positioning module or we could organise a team training day where I
will teach you all of the key principles and techniques for successful Brand
Positioning.  You will learn how to use all of my tools & templates, which are
yours to keep and reuse over and over again. Plus, we will immediately apply
these learnings to your own brand in the session, so you get work done!

SET UP A QUICK CALL (TOTALLY OBLIGATION-FREE!)
If your question is an easy one, lets have a quick chat.  I'd love to hear your thoughts and throw a few
suggestions your way.  No strings attached!  I love nerding out on brand positioning so I am more than
happy to spend 10 minutes wrestling with your challenge.

SCHEDULE A SHARPEN YOUR BRAND POSITION WORKSHOP 
(FACE TO FACE OR VIRTUAL)
If your challenges are more meaty then we could set up a one day Sharpen Your Brand Position workshop,
where I will use my proprietary tools and templates to push your thinking and help you develop a really clear
and motivating brand position.  We can either run this as a one day face-to-face workshop or a 2 x half day
Zoom conferences

 

Or maybe you'd like to learn more about brand
positioning and build your capability in this critical
marketing competency? Maybe it's something the
whole brand team might enjoy or benefit from?

LET ME HELP YOU FILL THE GAPS YOU'VE UNCOVERED
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